
No more scheduling - just send a link

Immediate release of funds 

Don't let releasing finance delay your project

No need to attend in person 

Spend more time on tasks that grow your business

Positive impact on the planet

1 Start
the report

2 Record the
condition

3 Sign and
Submit

Portfolio tracking

Release funding simply and quickly for construction projects

Are delays caused in construction by banks being slow to release funding?
Is scheduling with an evaluator expensive and time consuming? 

4 Approve & 
Release Funds

Construction
inspection

Fund release

With Checkfirst there is no need for any delay. 
As soon as your construction team finishes that
stage of the construction, they are able to use
Checkfirst to create a time stamped and location
stamped report. The report will show what was
agreed in the project and if it matches the plan, an
evaluator will give their stamp of approval to allow
the bank to release the funds and construction to
continue to the next step. 

Get real time and time stamped evaluation reports
that allow for funding release

Improve the process so your business works
more efficiently, avoiding costly processes such
as scheduling a time to visit a property and
traveling there and back. 
Evaluators can assess more properties and help
speed up construction projects.
Share your official reports with the responsible
entities so they approve and you can move to
the next stage

Releasing funding at each stage of a construction project can take time. 
Scheduling with an independent evaluator to come and check the work so that the

bank financing can be released is time consuming and expensive. 
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No more scheduling - just send a link

Immediate release of funds 

Don't let releasing finance delay your project

No need to attend in person 

Spend more time on tasks that grow your business

Positive impact on the planet
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the report

2 Record the
condition

3 Sign and
Submit

Enable evaluators to simply perform evaluations to release
funding for construction projects

Want to enable evaluations without physically being on site?
Can we do more evaluations in a more effective way? 

Is scheduling with a client time consuming? 

4 Approve & 
Release Funds

With Checkfirst there is no need for any delay. 
As soon as your construction team finishes that
stage of the construction, they are able to use
Checkfirst to create a time stamped and location
stamped report. The report will show what was
agreed in the project and if it matches the plan, an
evaluator will give their stamp of approval to allow
the bank to release the funds and construction to
continue to the next step. 

Checkfirst is a third party, professional tool to provide your clients with real
time, time stamped evaluation reports that allow for funding release

Improve the process so your business works
more efficiently, avoiding costly processes such
as scheduling a time to visit a property and
traveling there and back. 
Evaluators can assess more properties and help
speed up construction projects.
Share your official reports with the responsible
entities so they approve and you can move to
the next stage

Releasing funding at each stage of a construction project can take time. 
Scheduling with each client to arrange a time to go and check the work so that the

bank financing can be released is time consuming and expensive. 
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1 Start
the report

2 Record the
condition

3 Review & Submit
the report

Digital record

Create a professional visual progression report of
your construction project

Find yourself taking photos on your phone and losing track of a project? 
Want an easy way to document and show clients progress? 

4 Repeat regularly 
to create a timeline

Construction inspection Track progress

Checkfirst creates a timeline of your project based on time
stamped reporting on a regular basis. At the end of the
project you deliver a final and finished property along with a
documented timeline of the steps to get there. You can see
what went well, and what didn't go so well, allowing you to
improve the process for next time. And the new owner has a
digital record of their construction process to keep forever! 

Regular inspections for transparent progress reporting

Share transparently with clients

Document a digital timeline of events

Understand what went wrong to improve the process

next time!

Digital reports for every step of your construction

With digital visual reports in one intuitive platform, regular
reporting should only take a few seconds. Set processes for
your team to follow to allow better management of
construction. 
You can keep track of all your properties in your
dashboard, create, access, download and share reports
anytime, anywhere. All in one single platform!

Have access to unlimited reports for all your projects, personalised to your needs. Set a
checklist of items for any member of your team to capture and record the steps of your
construction project and make it available to team members or clients using the cloud.
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